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A five-point plan for every system

https://www.nhsconfed.org/resources/2020/09/health-as-the-new-wealth

https://www.nhsconfed.org/resources/2020/09/health-as-the-new-wealth


What does this look like in practice?

https://www.nhsconfed.org/res
ources/2020/09/creating-the-
workforce-of-the-future-
collaborative-nhs-colleges

Workforce
• Jobs brokerage/redeployment
• Virtual Jobs Fair 
• Understanding of Kickstart
• Relationships with colleges
• Living Wage

Civic Restoration
• Health on the High Street
• Arts and Culture sector
• Social Prescribing
• VCSE funding

https://www.yhealth4growth.info/

https://www.nhsconfed.org/resources/2020/09/creating-the-workforce-of-the-future-collaborative-nhs-colleges
https://www.yhealth4growth.info/


What does this look like in practice?

Regeneration
• NHS buildings aligned with

infrastructure planning
• Showing wider value of NHS redevelopments

to local economy
• Climate change and sustainability

Supply chains
• Use of the Social Value Act
• New industries supported locally, eg textiles
• Insourcing catering contracts
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• NHS London Gold Command agreed to progress the anchor agenda, developing a London Anchor network in 
partnership with other sectors and that works at all levels – with metrics, support, leadership and champions and a 
system for rewarding and celebrating success. 

• Range of existing expertise and experience within NHS across London – we do not have to ‘sell’ the idea.

• Partners focused on the civic agenda and eager to have NHS ‘in the tent’.

• Health an increasing part of the wider economic and social recovery of London – inequalities matter to all.

• However there is no agreed definition of what it means to be an ‘anchor institution’ or system shared by all the NHS’ 
providers, commissioners and partners. Some partners think an “anchor” means being a “lead organisation” while 
others have different interpretations. We need to create an agreed, shared definition.

• Most organisations undertake activities which fit under the umbrella of an anchor but only a few have directly 
developed a strategy and agreed it with their borough partners

• Incentives in the NHS are potentially misaligned e.g. the Model Hospital and the CQC’s well led framework could 
incentivise short term productivity and pay restraint over longer term social value

• The moral case for anchor institutions is widely accepted but there is a limited empirical evidence base to support the 
difficult trade offs that have to be made e.g. on pay and procurement

• One partner said that “as an anchor institution, the NHS is a high will but low skill partner”

London isn’t starting from scratch but there is much to 
do



Embedding health as the ‘new wealth’
• NHS national policy needs amending to maximise this role, particularly in relation 

to procurement, workforce, capital and estates

• Range of asks of government in relation to health R&D, Devo, HMT investments 
and health in all policies

• ICS population health strategies need to evolve to explicitly understand and 
reference the local economic context and inclusive growth

• Immediate role of NHS on recovery boards needs mainstreaming into formal local 
representation 

• Civic partners need to support each other in both narrative and policy 
development through critical coming months…


